“If All were Right in the World …

Notes from

...then, according to any and all of us who ever
crewed, an Ode to the Crew would be sung by the
winning skipper. We must now reckon that some
where in the world all is as close to being right as we
humans can get it!

January 2009

Okinawa
From time to time, well almost weekly, sometimes
daily during the soft water season, your editor has the
privilege of chatting with Rebel Sailors around North
America. Yea there are one or two north of the USA
border, none to the south that I’ve heard from but we
have heard from the Far East! (Actually it is west of
the Pacific coastline but that is what the old world
folks called before they learned how sail. Learning to
sail really does expand one’s horizons.) Without any
further a do or mindless chatter, let me introduce Mary
De Vries and the boat gifted to her at the Kadena Ma-

Ode to the Crew:

Emilia
By Dave Nickels

Fact 1: The Skipper usually loses the race!
Fact 2: The crew usually wins the race, bailing the
skipper out.

Fact 3: The skipper usually takes all the credit.

rina. As you will read in excerpts from our e-mails
Mary and I have been trying to figure out exactly what
her hull number is and how she got there. No silly,

Fact 4: I will remedy this.
[continued next page]

[continued on the next page ]
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Since then Emilia has gone off to college, but I understand the school colors are green and white. And even
By Dave Nickels continued
better, Emilia plans to sail with me it the 2009 Rebel
In our 2008 Rebel National campaign, fact 1 and 2
nationals. See every one at Portage Lake. And thank
could not have been plainer. Not hard to believe! Well you Emilia, for being the exceptional person and crew
if you think hard about your own campaign, you
you are. Emilia is one of the finest young ladies ever
should see this truth surface. Look right out of the
to sail with me. That list includes my daughter Kristy;
gate in the first race we almost tip over on top of my Cece, Rhonda, Jennifer, Ariel, and your [editor’s]
son Kevin’s boat because I lost control. Who was on daughter, Shannon! All of them are exceptional! Now
the high side hiking for all she was worth? You know don't tell me sailing isn't FUN!!! Dave
R
it was Emilia saving the day once more.

Emilia

Emilia has sailed with me in four nationals and one
Clark Lake fall regatta. We finished with three firsts
and a third in the nationals and a first at Clark Lake.
She is a major part of the success we’ve had. And she
really has earned the trophy she is holding! Because
she can anticipate and then superbly execute the upcoming maneuver, Emilia really makes it easy to sail.
Emilia is very quiet in the boat. It seems as though I
do all the talking! (Yes Dave, we hear you. Editor)
But her response to the situation is what it’s all about.
In talking with her, I try to let her know what most
likely might happen, but to be ready for anything. Her
response is second to none. And it really does not
matter what the circumstance is. For example, in the
sixth race of the 2008 campaign we started to play
submarine going to mark three. We took water at least
3 inches deep over the deck and into the cockpit. With
out missing a beat on sail trim, Emilia had the bailer
open and within 50 yards past the mark we were dry.
Remember, response isn’t all about always doing it
rapidly. Response is about performing the act so it
that matches the situation. And, Emilia has the unique
ability to match her performance to the situation superbly.

Okinawa continued

… we are not talking about Mary, we know how she
got there—just read on. What we want to know is
how the boat found its way to Okinawa. Plus the ole
girl has suffered terrible from all the salt water and
Mary’s husband Jerry could use a suggestion or so on
As you may know, either from being on the course or the best way to avoid the erosion problem. So if you
have comments or idea please e-mail Mary at
reading the previous Rabble, our last race of the nationals did not start out to well at all. I started by sail- devries@dolphin.ocn.ne.jp and me at b1now@juno.com.
ing that race very conservatively and ended up round“Tue, Nov 04, 2008 03:00 AM
ing the first mark some where between 18th and 20th
place. After that rounding, I told Emilia the bad news Hey Bruce, I am writing from Okinawa, Japan and don't
is that we were now sailing for second or third place. have access to marine stores with Rebel gear. I recently
acquired a FREE Rebel, so excited to take it out but it
The good news was that this was only the second leg needs some TLC. Some rigging and hardware are missing
of a nine leg race. With a lot of hard sailing we
as well as sail battens. Don't know exactly what I need
worked our way back to the front of the pack and the since it is all taken apart. Saw in one of your e-mails that
smile that arose on Emilia’s face was as priceless as it you had a diagram or schematic of the boat. That would
was precious. While we still had a lot of work to do, it really help in figuring out what is missing. Also, I know
was the teamwork that was paying off.
some parts need replacing, like the base of the mast.
[continued in the next column]

[continued on page 10 ]
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2008 Lake Opeka Invitational and District Championships

Skippers’ Meeting

Champion Embrace
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2008 Lake Opeka Invitational and District Championships
1st Mark & Peggy

2nd Neil & Theresa

3rd Jim & Mike

5th John & Joe
4th Phil & Irene

6th John & Dick
Race Fan

7th Tom & John

“Local Colour”

8th Radu & Jerry
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Hug, Race, Relax in a Rebel Today
Happy New Year and a belated Merry Christmas to all our
friends in the Rebel Family. I apologize for the delay in
getting this issue to the printer. A multitude of ’things’
scrambled well designed plans from the need to have an
income to influenza. It is gracious that our Commodore
willingly takes part of the blame, and I only wish that all
our fleet captains would send their reports in even with an
apology for tardiness. Enough whining, see you in
Grand Rapids on March 7th, 2009.
Bruce

In this Issue –
Emilia
Okinawa …

Rabble Photographers:
Sharon M. Nowak sharnowak@honey.toast.net
Al Schonborn uncle-al3854@cogeco.ca
Official Builder Nickels Boat Works Flint, MI
810/767-4050 hugh@nickelsboats.com
Rebel Website Originator Chris Fromme
Webmaster: Neil Robb Email nrobb@voyager.net

Visit the Rebel Website
http://www.rebelsailor.com

Obtain a copy of the Constitution
www.rebelsailor.com/constitutnbylaws.7.15.2002.pdf
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COMMODORE’S CORNER

The NRCA Spring Meeting is at Grand Rapids Yacht
Club on March 7th at 10:30am. Lunch will be provided by
Karel. Those not attending will be nominated for Class
officers or directors. You will miss out on the budgeting,
class development, class measurement, class rules, and
national’s discussions. This is one of the two times a year
you have a chance to influence your Class.
Resolution #5 - Order new sails. Get a group together and
get those sails ordered. It’s cheaper and less stressful than
waiting till the last minute and having them delivered at
Nationals. (Yes I’ve done that hasn’t everyone).
Resolution #6 - Boat repairs. Yes those repairs from last
spring that got put off all summer and then didn’t get
done in the fall before putting the boat away.
Resolution #7 - Boat shows. I love boat shows and already have my tickets for Strictly Sail in Chicago.
Resolution #8- Commodore’s Column. I will write the
column before Bruce calls or e-mails more than twice.
Oops failed already.

Happy New Year

Resolution # 9 - Store the boats in the fall before the
snow. Almost made it this year but a couple didn’t get
done until after we had snow, but then we also had three
extra boats to store this year.—boats shows!

After a wonderfully pleasant holiday season we are
now ready to jump into tax season. Well, I am but
that’s my business oh and after the glacier melts there
may be a sailing season coming also.

Resolution # 10 - Get the docks out before the snow.
So, with the New Year, of course, there are New Year’s Again, almost made it but not completely.

resolutions.
Resolution #1 - Learn the new racing rules. Yes Virginia there are new racing rules which we all must
learn. Every four years US Sailing updates the rule
book. So pay your US Sail dues and get a new rule
book. Go to the Rebel website and test your rules skills.
Or just bang around the course like you did last year
and keep the rest of your fleet members yelling at you.
Resolution #2 - Schedule regatta travel plans. Nationals
and the local regattas. Last year I really wanted to go to
Rock Hall but did not want to be the only one so lets all
try for Rock Hall this year.
Resolution #3 - Pay the dues. Yep, the Club dues, the
Rebel dues and the US Sailing dues. They all need our
support. And don’t forget a tax deductible donation for
those IRS approved associations.
Resolution # 4 - Attend the Spring Meeting. ...
continued next column
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Resolution # 11- Take a few minutes to remember and
say a pray for all the friends and family we have lost over
the past year. I won’t list them. I don’t want to miss anyone and we all have our own list.

Al

NICKELS BOAT
WORKS
1871 Tower Street
Flint, MI 48503
Phone: 810 767-4050
Fax: 810 767-4060
Email: hugh@nickelsboats.com
New Rebels, Boat Repairs and Parts

DPYC
Rebel Fleet #23
by. John Washburn
After a typically slow start in the Spring Series, the Rebels, once again, turned out in numbers for all 2008 regattas. Participation for
the Summer Series was light but still averaged 4.5 boats/start for 11 qualifying races. Phil & Irene Faulkner bested the fleet securing
1st place and qualifying for the Lake Championship Regatta. Weather forced cancellation of half the Fall Series. One September
weekend the Park District closed operations when record rains caused too much water in the lake. Yes, it’s true, tiny Lake Opeka
actually flooded.
Five boats from our fleet traveled to the National Championships held at Lake Fenton Sailing Club. Kristen Rathbun teamed up with
Patrick Chartier, (Ron’s Grandson) to complete in the Junior Nationals. The competition was tough, and this was the first time racing
for both skipper & crew. After adroitly coming back from a near capsize, they finished each of the six races held in one day. We’ll
be interested to see what they do next year. For the Seniors, the Fenton Race Committee got eight of nine scheduled races off, even
though all Wednesday’s racing was cancelled, for lack of wind. Dave Nickels edged out Mary Vorel to break their tie in a very exciting final race, and once again won the regatta. Our DPYC participants’ results were as follows…
Phil & Mindy Faulkner
15
Wayne, Renee & Kristen Rathbun 17
John & Judi Washburn
21

John Vanden Brink & Dick Carlson
Ron Reading & Patrick Chartier

24
25

Eight boats competed in the DPYC Rebel Invitational & District IV Championship, August 11 & 12th. Neil Robb came down from
Clark Lake, Michigan. Bruce Nowak came but without one of his many boats. He and Sharon were ready, with cameras in hand,
cheering everyone on and chronicling the event. The weather was pleasant though cool for August, with nice moderate winds, allowing 3 races, both Saturday & Sunday. Once again Mark & Peggy Quiniff showed us that the old Gina-B still has some life in her,
taking first place. New DPYC member Radu Mihailescu teamed up with veteran member Jerry Warych, racing old 2742. Radu used
to race a Flying Dutchman in his native Romania. We will be looking to see more from him next season.
Reg./ Dist.
Reg. / Dist.
M. Quiniff/ P. Quiniff
1 /1
J. Washburn/ J Washburn
5 / 4
N. Robb / T. Stoodley
2 / na
J. VandenBrink/ D. Carlson
6 / 5
J. Quiniff / M. Stoodley
3 / 2
T. Laskowski/ J. Ciborowski
7 / 6
P. Faulkner/ I. Faulkner
4/ 3
R. Mihailescu / J. Warych
8 / 7
Again this year Phil Faulkner & John Washburn teamed up in one boat for the Tim Dowling Memorial Regatta, hosted by Clark
Lake Yacht Club. Also representing DPYC were Jim Quiniff with Notre Dame Classmate Mike DeJardin as crew. Our hosts did
their best, but very light winds allowed only one race to be completed. Rebels with 14 boats were again the largest fleet in this multiclass, weekend regatta.
Tom Knoefle who joined us last season with his beautifully restored Ray Greene MarkII has become even more active this year.
John Ciborowski crewed for Tom Laskowski for our invitational. The experience inspired John to sell his Compac16 and purchase
Rebel 4026 which used to be sailed by DPYC club founder Bud Brown. John is also taking over as DPYC’s Commodore, while exiting Commodore Wayne Rathbun’s daughter Kristen has been elected new Rebel Fleet Captain.
While our boats are put away Fleet #23 will be busy getting ready to host Nationals09 at Portage Yacht Club. Our deposit is in and
they are holding our dates, July 12-16. We hope to see everyone there.
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...exuberance may be experienced by watching Fried
Elliott’s slide show which may be found at

USSAILING One-Design Symposium

www.friedbits.com (open the Snipe album and then the
Slideshow).

Once more the One-Design Symposium was more
than worth the journey from Michigan to Georgia. For
the symposium regulars it would go without saying
that the highlight of the busy weekend was the Mount
Gay Rum Speaker Series. For a third year running
Dave Perry laced his Saturday evening talk with equal
parts of humour and tactics that mixed very well with
our sponsor’s most excellent beverages. Early the
following morning, Dave delivered yet another brilliant gem in his North U Rules Seminar.

If the symposium had nothing more than these three
presentations it certainly would be enough for us to
travel to the next symposium. Sharon and I are enthusiastic about this event not only for the fun of it but
more for what it might do for our own organization
and the sport of sailing should more of us up our engagement level. As the first one-design in fiberglass,
the National Rebel Class Association needs more of us
While it simply is not possible to recreate the vibrancy championing what is a very fine sailboat with an
equally fine group of folks hugging, racing or relaxing
that that engulfed us as our animated speaker shared
in the Rebel.
his passion, it is necessary to digress in order to provide you with a taste of the exuberance. That …

[continued in the next page

[continued in the next column]

Erin & Ethan napping
Wayne, Kristen, Mindy, Phil, John & Dick
Gage & Tony

John Jr & Elliott [standing]

CORRECTION:
Emilia and not Erin is resting below
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USSAILING One-Design Symposium
Continued
Even those of you who have long ago stopped racing
the original and provided so many years of support are
needed as our rejuvenation gains even more momentum. Our membership has grown continually over the
last 3 years and more and more folks are dialing us up
for information on the how to rig and restore many a
boat in desperate need of TLC. From Okinawa Japan
to any pond near you there is a Rebel and her family
that needs you.
… thing that we might gain is causally related back
to what we are first—sailors. Getting others to join
you on the water only increases the amount of fun we
all have.

And doing that will take our game to the next level,
which is to build our fleets. Yes, I know you’ve heard
all that before but the reason you have is because it is
true. It is true because at the National level the best
we can do is promote as building anything and everything is a bottom up proposition. In terms of promotion the NRCA should consider bringing the Mount
Gay Rum Speaker
Series to either the
Spring Meeting or
to the Welcome
party at the nationals. We should
also bring coaches
in for the junior
sailors for before,
during and after
the races clinics.
The results, as
shown below, are
self-evident—they
increase participation.

I suppose it would now be appropriate to finally let
you in on what Dave said about the rule changes.
Well he said a lot,
almost all of which
I am unable to adequately present
without the aid of
video as Dave is
animation. Since
this isn’t a live
broadcast, the
game changing
rule is the expansion of 2-boat
length zone to a 3boat length zone.
In any 48 foot span
a lot can happen in
sailboat racing, but
the burden of the
outside boat remains the same. However, if a boat
with an established overlap sails outside of the zone,
then all the rights gained from an overlap are lost.
Further, if a boat is at a mark when her proper course
to the next mark is a gybe, if she has a boat overlapped outside her, she must sail that course and
gybe. Finally it should be noted that when boats are
overlapped and one of them is in the zone, the outside
boat must give the inside boat mark-room.

Yes coaching is
yet another gem that was unearthed by the folks who
are organizing our passion at US Sailing. One of the
more insightful explanations for the One-Design Class
Council’s (ODCC) mission and the purpose of the
One-Design Symposium are that they should help demystify US Sailing for the benefit of all one-design
sailors. By demystifying Patty Lawrence, Thistle
Sailor, Thistle Class Association Secretary-Treasurer
as well as past-president, former ODCC Chair and
current US Sailing Board member, meant exactly what
Hopefully, this is some what coherent as you’ve
that order of her titles states – we are all first and foreguessed I wrote it over a couple months and my focus
most passionate about our one-design. Everything and
kept shifting. It would be better if more of us wrote.
every other ...
R
[continued in the next column]
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Okinawa continued from page 2
On Nov 4, 2008, at 12:11 PM, Bruce L Nowak wrote:
Morning Mary,
Congratulations and as a new owner of a Rebel, you are
entitled to a free one year membership in our National Rebel Class Association. So I'm forwarding your e-mail to
our Secretary-Treasurer Lee Nowak.
Let us know what your boat number is and please send us
some pictures of the boat and yourselves ASAP so we may
publish your story in our Rabble. I didn't know we had any
in Okinawa or I would have sailed one when I was there so
many years ago!
… that may have the number or it may be engraved on the
centerboard truck or the transom. If it’s on the transom it is
Attached you should find the diagram together with a few probably covered up by the motor mounts. When you say
pictures that should help you along. As far as parts go, I
there is a date on the sails, is the date stamped on? And, if
have a fair collection of old boat parts and should be able to so, does the stamp say NRCA or Rebel Nationals as
help. If I don't have it we can always work our network of well? If it is stamped on, in all likelihood the boat (or
boat owners and figure something out. When asking ques- maybe just the sails) were sailed in the Rebel Nationals in
tions it is helpful if you attached a picture of the repair or
1968. With that info we might be able to trace back the
rigging in questions.
identity of the boat owners. Next, you have asked for 3
batons, but I need to know the width of the batons as that
Thanks for restoring another old boat and welcome to the
dimension changed over the years. For your traveler sysRebel family.
tem, would you send pictures of it so we might determine
what size and type of pulleys you might need. For both
Wed, Nov 05, 2008 2:43 AM Mary De Vries wrote:
items, please send me a shipping address. As far as my
visit to Okinawa, it was between 1976 and 1977 while I
Thanks Bruce for replying so quickly. You really make me was in the Navy. I was never at the Kadena Marina and
get excited to fix this boat and get it in the water. I don't
presumed that the Rebel was on the military base there as
intend on getting it perfect and pretty, but sailable would be Ray Greene sold many of these durable sailboats to the
nice and I can work on the pretty part later. My boat must DOD for use by military personal around the globe. I know
be older than yours, as some placement of parts seems to be there were some at the old naval station in San Diego, Ca
different. I will take pictures this weekend of the boat and with Long Beach, CA and Bremerton, WA having some as
what I have, then maybe you can help me out from there. I well. Finally, as far as pictures go, an Editor can never
will be happy to pay for parts, so you won't go broke on
have enough pictures! So please send more be sure to take
me. It'll probably have to go in stages, since I can't tell
one of yourself that you approve of for the Rabble
what is there until I get the mast up, but need to check on
[continued in the next page]
the mast step whether it is usable or needs replacement. I'll
send you a photo of it. I have some replacement U bolts,
but a little large, so my husband is going to drill out the
holes a little larger, so that we can hook up the stays and
shrouds to them to hold up the mast. I am pretty sure there
is not the traveler hardware, the fiddler block and the whole
thing at the end of the boom. Anyway, pictures and requests soon to follow. Thank you again, Mary
On Nov 8, 2008, at 3:23 PM, Bruce L Nowak wrote:
Hi Mary, First off, you have a Ray Greene Mark 2 Rebel
that was probably built in the early 1960's. The sail number
is usually the boat number, but there should be a plate with
the builders name on it ...
[continued in the next column]
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Sat, Nov 08, 2008 11:28 PM Mary De Vries wrote
Thanks for the info. I'll do some checking. Let me attach
some more of the pictures, then I'll check on the questions
you had. These holes are near the stern. The one with 2
holes must be for a U bolt, but I don't know what the 3 hole
one is for. Maybe nothing is needed there, as I didn't see
any hardware there on your boat. The mast step had something corroded in the large hole, would that be a through
bolt? Also, I thought the hole in the base of the mast was
too big, and maybe it is not the correct mast, but a friend
thought that it was correct. What do you think? Also, the
mast step is pretty nasty, but I think it will work. There is a
rectangular hook on the floor in back of the keel (you can
see it in the first picture), is that to hook the foot straps to?
Also, you can see that they have plywood with indoor/
outdoor on the floor. Do you think I should take it out?
Guess that can be a down the road as far as the beatification
step. :-) I have a West Marine catalog here. It has hundred
of blocks to choose from, no clue on what I need for the
traveller. It doesn't have battens or sails in it though. As
far as a traveller system, there is absolutely nothing there.
U-bolts on the stern and that is it. So I attached a picture of
the end of the boom. The set of blue and white sails has a
stamp on the jib that says 1968 Rebel National Regatta approved. The main is smaller than the white one I have pic-

Looking
at one
the of
mast
certainly
corroded
… Terrible
me,step
had it
tois
take
it on timer,
and it from
was a
the
salt87
water/air.
If I on
locate
I'll ship
humid
degrees here
Nov.a8.replacement
When were you
here iton
Okinawa?
I found a date of 1968 on one of my Rebel sails,
with
the batons.
so it is pretty old and may have been here when you were.
Couldn't find a number anywhere on the boat. There is a
small Kadena Marina sticker with a number 47 on it and
another number on the sail. Noticed longer numbers on the
boat nearby, but nothing like that on mine. As far as parts
that I know I need: battens (I measured inside the pockets,
don't know if they have to completely fill the pockets) but
the pockets lengths are 26 1/2", 35", and 38". Should I try
and make them out of something, or do you know where I
can get some? I also need the pulley system for the traveler, looks like 2 pulleys. Mary
Sun, Nov 09, 2008 01:23 AM
Hey, I just thought that you might need to see the rope. The
one on the left is about 43' long, might be for the main and
would have to go through the traveller pulleys 1/4". The
one on the right is 22' long; I have 2 of them, not sure what
for. The jib has thicker rope. Not in the best condition, but
seem strong, not rotten. Perhaps I should get some new?
Mary
On Nov 11, 2008, at 12:52 PM, Bruce L Nowak wrote:

Good Morning Mary, I believe the two lines (aka ropes) are
your main and jib halyards, respectively. The main sheet
line should be made of the same material as the jib
tured. So I have 2 sets of sails, but the white ones are in
much better condition. I was going to throw away the blue sheet. The holes in the deck of the boat on the stern quarand white 1968 jib, as the hardware is all rusty and broken ters are most likely for a traveler system. Looking at that
off. Do you know any reason I should keep it? The batten same photo, it is clear that your boat has been modified as
the floor has been lowered in the stern third of cockpockets measure 2" on the outside and exactly 1 1/2" inpit. That is OK, so long as the forward section remains waside. Do they run a tight fit? … And that is regular US
ter tight. I agree the carpeting that should go. Looking at
Postal Service Thanks for your help Mary
the mast step it is certainly corroded from the salt water/
air. If I locate a replacement I'll ship it with the batons. The
Sat, Nov 08, 2008 11:43 pm Mary De Vries wrote
hole in the step and deck are most likely for the storage ...
Hi Bruce, Pictures are attached.

[continued in the next column]
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[continued in the next page]

… of the main or jib halyard. The mast foot should fit nicely over
the mast step, and I think the item you are holding is for a different
mast step set-up. The Rebel mast is supposed to swivel. More
later, as I've got to go to work. Bruce
Fri, Nov 21, 2008 04:41 AM
Hey there Bruce, I haven't heard from you in a while. Probably
tired of me bugging you :-) So, what is up? Do I need me to send
you some $? Do I need to take more pictures or measure something? I will go out this weekend and take a better picture that you
can publish. My husband, Jerry, said that there was some rusty part
in the large hole of the mast step, and that he will have to dig/drill
from the under side through the epoxy/fiberglass stuff to find the
nut if there is one. I washed the main sail, but it’s still not too
pretty. Dying to set it up and take it for a sail, especially since I am
paying $30/mo. for dry dock. Think that I may have to wax or use
compound rubbing to get the finish acceptable to touch and sit
on. If I am bugging you too much for your time, could you hook
me up with a Rebel parts supplier/catalog? I do appreciate all that
you have helped me with. Beginning of a good relationship, I hope.
Mary
On Nov 21, 2008, at 8:22 PM, Bruce L Nowak wrote:
Hi Mary, Sent you 3 batons this afternoon and all of them are
longer than the lengths you specified as I have none those
lengths. All of them are flexible plastic and should be easily
trimmed to length. So far I've not located a spare mast step but the
one you have is usable. Also we have yet to determine what pulleys you need to rig the main sheet.
From your pictures, I think you have a double block at the end of
trunk that swivels with the cleat. If so you would need an identical
block [pic7290] (or a pair of single blocks, pic7179) hanging from
the boom to run the main sheet to the cleat. The bitter end
(opposite end) will be attached (tied) to a single block that will lead
to another single block. That block will have a line (rope) attached
to it that is attached at both ends to the eye bolts on the stern of the
boat. (Pic7320) The length of that line is a preference thing. I
would start with a longer piece then shorten until the boom is parallel to the deck when close hauled (beating to wind or pointing).
You also know that the white and black hulled boats have travelers
while the reddish-orange boat does not. Hope that helps let me
know what blocks you need to complete that rigging. Bruce
On Fri, Nov 21, 2008 08:53 PM Mary DeVries
Wow, I need to brush up on my sail vocabulary. I think I know
what you are talking about. I will take pictures of the main cleat and
any blocks on the boom. If the red boat doesn't have a traveler, what
is the rope, I mean line, on the stern? So, my boat has u-bolts like
that and also has a place for u-bolts on the rear deck. So, you don't
need both, right? Maybe I could just sail it like a Sabot holding the
main sheet with my hand :-) Thanks for the battens; I was spelling it
battens, as per the diagram that you sent. One step in the right direction and, probably the last step, working backwards
[continued in the next page]
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… My husband is a carpenter/handyman, so I am sure we can trim them to
size. So, I have no main sheet line. Guess that is more important than batons, yes? :-) I should be able to find something locally. How many feet do
you think I need and does it need to be a certain type, like could I use rock
climbing rope. What if I get all this stuff and it doesn't work of fit? No, I
refuse to panic. Also, you mentioned washing it with tsp, what is that? In
the bag with the sails was a bottle of sail wash, which is what I used for the
main sail. Gave me something to do, last weekend, when it was raining.
Thank you for sharing your vast knowledge with me. I checked around the
marina, but there are no other day sailors to look at, except a Laser.
Expect a few more pictures from me later today. Mary
On Nov 22, 2008, at 3:06 AM, Bruce L Nowak wrote
Hi Mary, Yes you are correct on the spelling of battens as battens and not
baton. I'll blame it on spell check, but I sometimes forget what is what all lot
of the time. The line on the stern provides the purchase so that you may pull
the sail in as well as let it out in addition to keeping the boom parallel to the
deck. In both the white and black boats that rigging is attached to yet another set of blocks and lines that allows one to move the boom outward
dumping wind but not adversely affecting sail shape. With out the traveler
you dump wind and adversely affecting sail shape. But for day sailing in
light to moderate winds that should not be an issue. I'm confident that you
don't need another set of u-bolts and I still believe those holes were part of an
old-style traveler that set on a bar across the cockpit. And those things hurt
in so many ways. The main sheet should be of the same kind of line as your
jib sheet and long enough so that you your boom can be flat against the sidestay when running. The exact length varies depending on how you rig the
main sheet but I pretty sure sure 40 feet should do. But always remember
and never forget you can't cut the line longer. So long is good until its a good
fit. I suppose rock climbing line would work so long as it won't burn you
hands - the jib sheet has cotton in it so it may be handled bare-handed. TSP
is trisodium phosphate an all purpose heavy duty cleaner that cleans just
about everything. The sail wash is OK, the starch is just to add some body to
the sails so they hold their shape a little better so you may get another season
or two out of the sails. Well maybe you can just start a brand new fleet of
Rebels across that Pacific pond, lol. And you are right to not worry or panic
as Rebels are the most forgiving sailboat on the water. As the first onedesign in fiberglass the Rebel has had a multitude of rigging designs over the
decades - all worked some better than others. Was the sail number on the
blue and white striped sails 1968? And btw its 10 pm here in Michigan so
later today is almost over here. Take Care Bruce
On Sun, Nov 23, 2008 08:04 AM Mary DeVries
Hey there Bruce, Well, I went over to the boat, took a bunch of pictures
and then walked over to the live marina part and asked around if anyone
knew where to get sailboat parts locally or knew a good site to order
on-line. Murray's Marine is supposed to be a site that has stuff you can
order, if you need a connection yourself. Anyway the guy that knew all
this stuff had all kinds of blocks, pulleys etc. and with the help of your
diagram and the photos you sent, he set me up with that section of the
hardware. Yeah! So, I don't need to send pix or ask you to look for
it, we set it up kind of like the orange Queen Vic pix. Gonna through
bolt the step on, gotta get the U-bolts on for the stays, then I think ...
[continued in the next page]
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we might be ready. Delane, this guy that had these parts, says that the rock climbing rope might burn up my hands, will look for
something softer, or wear gloves. Got pix of the blue and white sails, will attach, gonna trash the jib, unless you want it, but it is
pretty nasty. If you want it, let me know and I'll send it, pix of the stamp on it included here and the sail # and me and the boat (2)
for the Rabble. Don't see any reason for the holes in the stern, so I won't use them, Gonna run a line from the U-bolts on the stern to
hook up the boom. Got a motor with this too. Gotta put it in a trash can of water here at home, tinker and see if it can run. I am not
concerned about not having a motor, but Delane says it would be a good idea as the channel into the marina is quite narrow and if the
wind is off-shore, you' have to do a lot of little tacks.
So, now just waiting on my hubby to get those U-bolts and mast step put in for me, the mast up and the battens in the mail.
Might be ready for a sail. Oh, could use a wash and wax still. Killer weekend this past you can see what I'm wearing, would have
liked to try it out.
That's my dog, Daisy. Where are you, in Michigan? Did I tell you that I used to sail on the team at San
Diego State University, Omegas and Lasers? But that was about 30 years ago, so I have lost the lingo, plus I never had to rig up the
hardware, just the sails. Will send pix when there is progress. Mary
On Nov 23, 2008, at 2:04 PM, Bruce L Nowak wrote:
Hi Mary, Funny that you should mention San Diego as that was my home port about 33 years ago. And, I used to hang with a few
SD State students in OB. One guy was an ex-football player who quit college early because he disliked the coach immensely - hung
drywall and I want to say that his first name was Gary. If I can ever remember who that group was, I let you know but I wouldn't
count on it. No, I do not want your old blue sails, but that sail number is your boat number if you ever have new ones made. You
can save them to use as tarps if you ever have to paint, but otherwise just toss them. I will research your boat number and see what
its history might be as well as that of the other sails as we're curious as how it arrived in Okinawa. I'm glad that Delane was able to
help as these long distance exchanges are difficult. I also strongly recommend that you have that motor running as back-up. As an
ole-pro you know as well as I what Mother Nature can throw at you in no time. We have three dogs - the ole-man Buddy a 100
pound lap dog and his two side kicks Sasha and Sophie a pair of 30 pounders we saved from the pound. Sasha was an abused animal
and I have no idea why as she's just as mellow as can be. Sophie is a beagle who was in the same pen with Sasha and came along for
the ride. We live in Jackson Michigan which is about 30 miles south of Lansing and 30 miles west of Ann Arbor and sail on Clark
Lake about 10 miles south-south-east of here. Looks like Daisy can't wait to go for a sail! Please let me know how else we can be of
help and do keep in touch. Bruce
On Tue, Nov 25, 2008 03:14 AM<<Mary DeVries wrote
I used to live in OB for a year. I don't remember anyone's names on the sailing team, so don't rack your brain, as that was back in
'79. I am only going to toss the blue and white jib, the main will still work. I am guessing that the boat started on Okinawa as part of
their rentals, but we'll see what you can come up with. Boat first, motor 2nd. Some of my in-laws live in Ann-Arbor. I am guessing
that you don't sail in the winter, but maybe? I don't think I'll be able to get Daisy on the boat, she is quite skittish. The U-bolts were
not long enough, looking for longer ones, I'll ask Delane or go to Murray's Marine.com to look for some. Let me know what you find
out about the sail #. What year did you graduate from high school? I am class of 77. All for now Peace, Mary
On Nov 25, 2008, at 11:16 AM, Bruce L Nowak wrote:
Morning Mary, Like I miss OB or at least the culture, too many up tight people these days. Not to worry about me racking my brain,
if it came to me it would be one of those out-of-the-blue remembering moments as I no longer recall on command or not at least
when I want the info! Graduated the class of 1972 and enlisted in the navy in 1975. Yes we do sail in the winter 1) if there is ice
and 2) if there is no ice and its 60 or so (but, the water is soooo cold). As far as the boat goes, you may very well be right about your
Rebel starting as a rental, however the 1968 stamp suggests that it may have been at the nationals. We will find out soon enough but
that may be a bit as have to prep a class that's starting on Monday. So how did it come about that you and your hubby are in Okinawa? And what is your BA or BS in? Peace Bruce
On Tue, Nov 25, 2008 08:05 AM Mary DeVries
I am a DOD school teacher here. Started elementary, and now art at the elementary school on a Marine Corp base. So, you and I
have something else in common. Love it here, especially the weather, now 65 at night and 70's during the day. We live 3 houses
from the water where we can put in our kayaks, or a block from good snorkeling and diving. Have a good week and Happy Thanksgiving. Peace, Mary
On Dec 3, 2008, at 6:33 PM, Bruce L Nowak wrote: E-Newsletter
MAY THIS SEASON OF THANKSGIVING AND RENEWAL BRING TIDES OF JOY TO ALL
On Tue, Dec 16, 2008 07:41 AM Mary DeVries wrote:
Hey there Bruce, I was going to write and ask if you sent those battens by slow boat via China. I mentioned to my husband, Jerry
that they were taking a long time. He finally revealed that they had been received and that he was going to wrap them up for Christmas. :-) So, they are here, I haven't seen them yet, but the boat is not ready. Guess I was working from the obvious backwards. Jerry has been trying to hook up the mast step, the aluminum and wood bracing for it are all corroded. So, he is working on
that. Every step finds another fix needed. Even the bracing between the floor and the hull is all broken. don't know how that can be
fixed, as there is only a little 6 in. hatch to go through. The U-bolts for the stays were too short and difficulty finding new ones, ...
[continued in the next page]
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… $45 ea from on-line in the States, and then yesterday Jerry found a local shop that will get them in in 4 days for $8, what a difference, huh? Guess these Rebels were not really made to sail in salt water. Hoping to get going over the Christmas break. We usually
take off to Thailand, Mainland Japan or elsewhere, but we haven't stayed home for 3 years and I have a boat to get in the water. Is
the Rabble out yet? Can you send me the link? Weather has been awesome here, 70's day and 60's night. Some heavy wind, but
mostly light breeze, perfect for a sail. All for now. Happy Holidays, and I hope you are not taking too much crunch with this economical depression. Good to see gas prices come down finally. Mary
On Dec 19, 2008, at 11:25 PM, Bruce L Nowak wrote:
Happy Holidays Mary & Jerry, Yes, the Rebel was designed for fresh water sailing, and you have a lot more TLC a head of you. I
think I've located a mast step, will send it if in fact I found a mast step. The bracing between the deck and the floor should be structural aluminum struts that should be easily replaced. Of course your boat is old enough that they might be wood - if so, that will be a
bit more work. The 6 inch inspection port is generally for removing water. If you need to work between the floor and the hull, then
an additional and larger port should be installed. Between the floor and the hull should be a beam made of wood. Hopefully you
don't have dry rot. I replaced mine in 2503 with a piece of structural aluminum after removing all of the floor. I really don't think
you want to go there. That was more work than I imagined. No, the Rabble is not out. In fact, I'm working on it as we speak. As
you know, our conversation is a headline story. You will be receiving the Rabble on via snail mail sometime after the 1st of the
year. We usually post the Rabble after the second week of the publication month on our website at www.rebelsailor.com. We have
about 10 inches of snow and it is about 27 degrees, tomorrow's high is expected to be 21 degrees. A traditional white Christmas. I
hope Jerry at least sized the battens before he wrapped them! If not, he has more work to do. Peace-Out, Bruce
On Sat, Dec 20, 2008 01:08 AM Mary DeVries wrote
Hey Bruce, How structurally needed is that beam under the floor. Jerry says there is nothing there. Jerry is replacing the aluminum
struts, as they were corroded, and has replaced the wood under the mast step. He says he is just about ready to install the mast step,
and once installed, it'll be there for good, so if you have a replacement, can you send it quickly, or we won't worry about it. So, he
does have work to do, but I would love to get it done and in the water over this 2 week vacation. Peace Out, Mary
On Dec 20, 2008, at 2:26 PM, Bruce L Nowak wrote:
Hi Mary, If there is not a bean under the mast step then there was not one there to begin with. So ignore that thought. If you are
ready to install your existing mast-step I would do that. Not replacing the bottom half of the step won't impede the mast from turning
nor create a hazard. As the one you have is a bit corroded, I would take a piece of plastic from a milk jug and place it in the mast
step to keep the metal from wearing and eventually pinching. Looking forward to pictures of your boat under sail. Merry Christmas,
Bruce
On Sat, Dec 20, 2008 11:55 PM Mary DeVries wrote
Jerry changed his mind and said that he could put the old mast step in, but just not cover it with fiberglass and foam until we see
what you have. So I am going to trace the mast step footprint, so you can check the location of the screw and through bolt
holes. Jerry wired brushed the mast step, so it is shiny now, but still quite worn on the knob where the mast sits and rotates.
There was wood under the mast step, all rotten. Jerry dug it out and replaced it. But you said that there was a structural beam between the floor and the hull, and the only access to that is the 6 in or so inspection port. Jerry says there isn't a beam (nothing) under
there. Beautiful, sunny 73 degrees outside right now. Mary
On Dec 21, 2008, at 3:01 PM, Bruce L Nowak wrote:
Morning Mary & Jerry, When you say there was wood rotten under the mast step, do you mean directly on underside of the deck or
on the floor? If there is nothing under the floor, then there was nothing there to begin with. I suspect whatever Jerry replaced is going to work. Remember, I cut out the whole floor and placed the structural aluminum tank in for support. Please do not trust my recall as perfect its been 15 or so years since I rebuilt 2503! Any way, I'll pick-up the mast step and ship it ASAP. I'm in Ohio for a
couple of days so that ASAP is post Christmas. Fiberglass makes sense
to protect the step from the salt, but I'm curious as why Jerry would put
foam over the step? Or did you mean he was going to glass the step to
the deck with fiber strips We have about a foot of snow and it is 12 degrees outside and 70 inside. Not even the dogs want to go out! Bruce
On Sun, Dec 21, 2008 08:21 PM wrote
Hey there Bruce, The rotten wood is under the deck, not the floor, where
the mast step goes was like plywood where the through bolt will go
through. After he puts the mast step on he is going to cover the wood
and bolt under the deck with foam and fiberglass. Not to worry, it’ll be
fine. The whole area under the deck, including the rails are filled with
foam and fiberglass, guess to help keep the boat afloat if it tips over.
Have fun in the snow. Not really a season I miss. But it is beautiful to
R
look at from inside. :-) Merry Christmas, Mary
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At the end of long week of racing at our Nationals, the best thing to do is throw Dad in the lake

January 1, 2009
2470 Glenngarry
Jackson, MI 49203

lee.n1@juno.com
517 787 5920

Dear Members,
Happy New Year! It’s that time again when we ask you to forward your annual dues to the National Rebel
Class Association in hopes of favorable winds and spirited, friendly competition. 2009 dues remain at $30.00
for Active Membership and $15.00 for Associate Membership. Your support keeps you in the loop to receive
the Rebel Rabble and helps in the promotion of our Rebel Class.
Please make any changes on form below and return the form to me at the above address along with your check
payable to the NATIONAL REBEL CLASS.
Thank you and happy sailing in 2008.
Lee Nowak, Treasurer
Name:
Address:
City, State, Zip, Country:

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

E-mail Address:
Rebel Sail Number:
Amount of dues enclosed:
Additional donation:

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
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Première Big Band

Band Leader plays while Kevin Kroons

Irene & Woody have an audience
of two [above] who so enjoy it that
Jean joins John [right] while Soren
cuts in [left] for a lesson!

Lee & Irene [above]

Woody and new
partner Pat [left]
Phil & Irene [right]
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MAIL BAG
Dear Bruce,
The recent article about Rebel #3 is fascinating and contains things I did not know. And as you may know I
followed Paul Garty as Class Secretary. Although I was not a pioneer purchasing Rebel #996 in 1957, its getting to the point where there are not many of us left. It took 13 years to win the Nationals, that’s learning the
slow way I guess. There were a lot of boats to climb over 72 in 1968, where we were 3rd, and over 50 when
we won.
Ray Greene certainly was a pioneer. And while I personally never knew if he was a success financially, his
development of the fiberglass boat was for me comparable to Ford and the automobile. The Libby-Owens
Trophy was originally given by the makers of the now famous glass cloth…
Wishing all of the best, I remain,
Sincerely,
Jack Bartlett, DDS, FACD
Sarasota Florida
July 2008

ps: Stan and Cathy Krajewski (right) visited us (Betty Mae and Jack
Bartlett) last February (2008) and that was fun. [What, no snow! ed.,
Son Avery Bartlett took the above photograph while Stan took Avery’s

From the Ray Greene
Mark I to the
Dave Nickels Mark V
Rebels Remain
Competitive
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also Stan & Cathy will be visiting again in
January 2009. Right Now!!]

Member Boat Parts
For Sale
Complete Parts List on the Web at
www.rebelsailor.com
Chris Fromme
rebelsailor@msn.com
Hank Hodgson
owindsong@gmailcom

Rebel 2804
A Mark I is for sale

Tim Hoover, Pleasant Lake, Michigan
517 769 2936
Buy a boat
Sell a boat
In the Rabble

Free Boat
Bruce, I believe I might have a free Rebel
available. The hull is intact, of course, but
much woodwork is required on the inside of the
cockpit. It is currently located at Potomac
Beach, Virginia, adjacent to Colonial Beach on
the Potomac. If anyone is interested, please advise and I will be happy to coordinate with the
owner. Thank you

Richard Burnside gimpygampy@yahoo.com

Griener Sails
Used 4-times Boat donated to GA BSCA
Rob Hamilton jarohamilton@yahoo.com
$550, plus shipping
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Grand Rapids Invitational
June 2009
vklvet@netserve.net

Rock Hall One-Design Regatta
June 2009

Rebel Nationals
July 2009
Portage Lake, Michigan

Des Plaines Invitational
August 2009
phil.faulkner@sbcglobal.net

Tim Dowling Memorial Regatta
CLYC September 20th & 21st 2008
b1now@juno.com

Advertising Rates

Advertisers Invited

Includes Internet Listing
Members and non-members alike can support
NRCA by advertising their products and/or
services in the Rebel Rabble. Let us know
about your business and support the NCRA at
the same time. The cost for a business card
size ad is $25.00 for four issues. For larger
display ads, a complete list of advertising options and rates can be found on the in the next
column. Members can advertise their boats
and sails for sale at no cost. Advertising as
well as editorial copy deadlines for each issue
follow below.
Next Issues and Deadlines:
Issue

Deadline

January 1
April 1
Post GRYC Invitational
September 1

December 1
March 15
June 1
August 15

Issues
Cost
Full Page
Half Page
1/4 Page
1/8 Page

1
$100.00
50.00
25.00
15.00

2

3

4

190.
90.
47.
28.

270. 340.
135. 170.
67.5 85.
40.5 51.

Business Cards Ads for NRCA members will be placed in
four issues at a cost of $25.00. NRCA members only may
advertise to sell their boats and sails at no cost. Other items
for sale by NRCA members is $0.15 per word. Non-NRCA
members may also advertise their boats, sails and other
boating items at a cost of $0.25 per word.
Advertisements are solicited for placement according to
the rates published in the Rabble.
Advertisements will be run and placed on the internet
when payment and copy is received.
No Advertisements will be placed on the Rebel website,
http://www.rebelsailor.com, without a corresponding ad in
the Rebel Rabble. Visit our advertisers, buy a new boat.
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2008 BOTTOMS
BOTTOMS--UP CLUB

Elliott & Carol Hilsinger’s [left] mast signals their safe return to harbour on Monday. Elliott explained that this
is the 1st time he ever capsized a Rebel! Jay Topping, Ethan Oswald, Tony Rinehart, Carol Hilsinger, Ron
Reading, Elliott Hilsinger, Lee Nowak and Patrick Chartier [left to right] hold their bottom scrubbers. Not pictured are Alice Topping, James Cox, Allan Hilsinger, Ryan Haslett, John Vandenbrink and Dick Carlson.

Juniors James Cox & Ethan Oswald look to make a quick recovery when they unfortunately learn that the air tanks are porous!
James & Ethan watch as boat owner Kevin Nickels, his dad Dave & friends work to keep her a float: they sailed that afternoon.
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2008 BOTTOMS
BOTTOMS--UP CLUB

Jay and Alice Topping have the honours of being the 1st to join the Senior club prior to the first race on Monday.

In the regatta’s last race Ryan Haslett & Lee Nowak [above]
discuss what’s next which was exhaustion for Ryan [below].
Ron Reading and Patrick Chartier [right] get a ride while the
support crews take to the water to help on Tuesday.
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Nickel’s Boat Works Open House
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National Rebel Class Association
Bruce LJJ Nowak, Editor
b1now@juno.com
PO Box 4114
Jackson, MI 49204-4114
Change Service Requested

Race, Relax in a Rebel

On the Web at http://www.rebelsailor.com

Do NOT Miss
This in

2009

Rebel Nationals July 2009
Portage Lake Yacht Club,
24 Portage Lake Michigan

